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A STUDY OF K-p .... L1TTT IN THE REGION OF THE A(1520)* 
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A. Barbaro-Galtieri, L. K. Gershwin, 

F. T. Solmitz, and R. D. Tripp 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

June 1972 

ABSTRACT 

- +-0 -+0 The reactions K p ->- L 'TT 'TT ,L 'TT 'TT and L O 'TT + 'TT - have been 

analysed in the region of the A(1520). The data are consistent with 

the dominance of the reaction sequence K-p .... A(1520) .... L(1385)'TT->-L'TT'TT. 

The same sequence of resonance production and decay has been pre-

viously found to lead to the A'TT'TT final state. A comparison of the L'TT'TT 

and A'TT'TT cross sections yields a branching ratio 

r[L(1385)-.L'TT] /r[L (1385)-:A'TT] = 0.10±0.02 in agreement with 

previous measurements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the re gion of 400 MeV I c incident K - momentum the predomi-

nant structure in the KN reaction channel is the A(1520). We have 

previously reported on a detailed analysis of the reaction 

K p - ATr + Tr - in this region. 1 This reaction was observed to proceed 

(1 ) 

We describe here the analysis of about 1900 events of the type 

K-p- ~TrTr from the same bubble chamber exposure. This final state / 

is found to be similar in many respects to ArrTr. In Sec. II we de-

scribe the separation of ~ TrTr events in three different charge chan-

nels. A description of the investigation of event loss and possible 

contaminations is given. The series of cuts and weights used to ac-

count for event loss is explained. Section III presents cross sections 

and angular distributions. The cross sections allow a measurement 

+-0 -+0 of the branching fraction of the A(1520) into ~ Tr Tr , ~ Tr Tr , and 

~orr + Tr -. The angular distributions indicate the dominance of the re-

action sequence 

K-P - A(1520) - ~(1385) Tr - ~TrTr. (2) 

In Sec. IV a comparison is made between the cross sections for the 

~TrTr and ATrTr final states. These yield branching fractions for ~(1385) 

which are in agreement with previous measurements . 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

An exposure of the Berkeley 25-inch hydrogen bubble chamber 

to a K- beam has yielded 1.3 X10 6 pictures with 11 events per micro

barn. The incident momentum ranges from 270 to 470 MeV Ic. Most 

of the path length is close to 395 MeV I c, the incident momentum re-

quired to form the A(1520). 
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The film was scanned for all track topologies including those 

re sulting from the following reactions: 

+ -
~ Tr ~+ -+ pTr° or 

~ -+ nTr 

A - pTr , 

+ nTr , 

~ - Tr + 

~-Tr+Tr° 

A Tr+Tr

~°Tr+Tr- ~ 0 -<> A,{, A - pTr . 

All of the film was scanned once; 380/0 was scanned twice; and 7% 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(5a) 

(5b) 

was scanned three times. All events within a restricted fiducial vol-

ume were measured and the track reconstruction and kinematic fitting 

were performed with the programs TVGP and SQUAW. Table I shows 

the numbers of events which passed a kinematic fit with a confidence 

level greater than 1 % for at least one of the six reactions above. 

There are two general problems associated with obtaining a 

usable sample of ~TrTr events. The first involves scanning efficiencies 

and losses in the measuring and fitting processes. The second problem 

is the pos sible contamination of the ~ TrTr events by channels with the 

same topology. A detailed analysis of the detection efficiencies has 

been made and a series of cuts and weights has been applied to the 

events to account for loss due to scanning and measuring. At these 

incident momenta the kinematics of the ~ TrTr are sufficiently different 

from the kinematics of other channels that the problem of ambiguities 

is minor. 

A. Detection Efficiencies 

Losses in measurement and fitting have been reduced to about 

50/0 by repeated remeasurement of events failing to give satisfactory 

fits to any possible reaction hypothesis. Roughly 20/0 are unmeasurable 
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because of obscured vertices. or extremely short tracks. Some of the 

remaining 3 % of the "charged sigmas" are not 1; events at all but 

K- p scatterings followed by K- decay or pp scattering with an invisible 

proton. However, most of the 3% simply fail to give a fit with a con-

fidence level greater than 1% and are rejected. This excess of events 

having a low confidence level is not unexpected in bubble chamber ex-

periments, since the scattering processes that contribute to the un-

certainties in track measurement have larger tails than the Gaussian. 

distributions assumed in calculating the confidence level. 

The 1;±.,. '1'.,.0 events have a slightly higher failure rate on 

the first measurement than the 1;±.,. '1' events. However, the 

events have been remeasured a sufficient number of times so that 

all channels have the same 50/0 loss rate. 

We require a minimum projected decay length of 0.15 cm and 

0.25 cm for the 1;± and A hyperons respectively. We also require 

the angle between the 1; ± and its charged decay product to be larger 

than either 8 0 in projection or 40 0 in space. The length of the charged 

decay track must be greater than either 0.5 cm in projection or 2.5 cm 

in space. For the A events we require the decay proton to be longer 

than 0.3 cm. 

The events satisfying these criteria are weighted to account for 

those rejected and for losses due to escape from the chamber fiducial 

volume. Weights are also applied to correct for scanning losses that 

occur when the projected length of the 1; track is less than 0.75 cm 

or when the edge or the lambda decay plane faces the cameras. Addi

± 
tional weights for scanning inefficiencies of 3% for the 1; events and 

4% for the 1;0 events are applied. These topological scanning inef-

ficiencies are obtained from the topologically similar 1;.,. and A.,..,. 
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events by comparing the three scans, using a method similar to that 

of Hildebrand and Derenzo. 2 Table I shows the numbers of events 

surviving the cuts and the total numbers of events. 

B. Contamination 

Since the 1;'f.,.± events are about 100 times more numerous 

than the 1;'1'.,. ±.,.o events, contamination of the 1; '1' .,.±.,.o channels might 

be expected to be a problem. In fact only about 4% of the events that 

give an adequate i-constraint fit to 1; -.,.+.,.0 (confidence level 1% ) also 

3 -5 - + give a 4-constraint (confidence level 10 ) fit to 1; .,.. Similarly 

+ - ° + -only 90/0 of the events that fit 1; .,..,. also fit 1; .,.. However, most 

of these events are not truly ambiguous and can be easily separated 

on the basis of confidence level ratios. We calculate that the con-

tamination from 1:.,. events is less than 1% for all event types. 

The following tests have been made to check that the resulting 

samples are free of contamination. The confidence level distributions 

are very nearly flat and in particular show no peaking near the lower 

limit of 10/0 as might be expected if significant contamination were 

present. 

We have also investigated the possibility of contamination by 

1; TrI( events and 1;.,. events that are so badly measured that they fail 

to give a fit to the 1; . .,. hypothesis. From a comparison of a missing 

neutral mass distribution for the 1;'f.,.±.,.0 events and a Monte Carlo _ 

prediction we conclude that the contamination from these sources is 

negligible. 

The L 0.,.+.,. - channel is very· cleanly separated. The 7 -con

straint fits to A.,. +.,. - and 5 -constraint fits to 1; 0.,.+ .,. - YIelded fewer 

than 10 events that fit both hypothesis. Subsequent re-examination of 

these events showed them to be mismeasured. 

f 
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III. DATA 

The total cross sections for the ~'lT1T final states (Fig. 1) were 

determined by comparing the ratios of weighted events 

N( ~±TT 'f TTO )/N( ~ ±TT 'f) and N(~ ° TT + 'IT - )/N( 1\.TT + TT -) to the known cross 

± 'f + - . sections for the ~ 'IT and 1\.TT TT fInal states. For convenience the 

latter cross sections were obtained from smooth curves coming from 

our high-statistics partial wave analysis of the major final states in 

this region. The input to this partial wave analysis are measured 

cross sections, angular distributions, and polarizations from this same 

bubble chamber exposure. The ~±'lT'f and 1\.TT+'lT- cross sections are 

measured to a precision of about 5 0/0, and the smooth predictions are 

in good agreement with these .. Since the results of this partial wave 

analysis are not final an additional uncertainty of 5 % has been in

corporated i~ the estimation of the errors. 

The ~ TT'lT thresholds lie between 220 and 255 MeV/c. Near 300 

MeV/c the cross sections for all three channels are negligibly small 

but begin to rise rapidly from 360 MeV / c to a maximum at about 

400 MeV/c. The ~ -TT+'lT° and ~OTT+'lT- cross sections show peaking 

near the energy required to form 1\.(1520). The ~+ TT - TTO cross section 

remains constant above 400 MeV / c, indicating background contributions 

above the 1\.(1520) region. The curves in Fig. 1 result from fits de-

scribed below. 

Even at the low momentum considered here there are a large 

number of possible spin and angular momentum couplings in a three-

body final state. The low statistics available here do not allow an in-

dependent detailed analysis of these events. Therefore, we take as a 

guide to the interpretation of the mass and angular distributions of the 

~TTTT events the detailed analysis of the 1\.'lT + TT - final state from the same 
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exposure. 1 The main conclusion from that analysis (described in 

more detail below) is that the 1\.TTTT final state is dominated by the re

action sequence K-p -+ 1\.(1520)-+ ~ (1385)'lT-+ 1\.TT+'lT-. This result sug-

gests the presence of ~ (1385) production in the ~ TT'lT final states. The 

branching fraction r[~ (1385 )-~+ 'lT0] /r[~ (1385 ) .... 1\.TT'f] is about 50/0.
4 

The 

ratio of ~TT'lT/ 1\.'lTTT events that we observe is a similar percentage (about 30/0 ). 

Thus from these rough numbers and our understanding of the 1\.'lT'lTwe expect 

that the ~ (13 85) is making a significant contribution to the ~TTTT final state s. 

The Dalitz plots for the ~'lT'lT events show no definite structure. 

At the energies considered here only the lower edges of ~(1385) bands 

overlap the kinematic region. Figure 2 shows the 1\.'lT'lT and ~'lT'lT 

Dalitz plot boundaries at 395 MeV /c and positions of M2 and (M _ r)2 

for the ~(1385). Hence isobar model predictions for the Dalitz plot 

distributions are very sensitive to the masses and widths of the vari-
~ 

ous charged yT I S and their interference. The uncertainty in these 

widths and masses and the low statisticfl, of our sample preclude any 

determination from the Dalitz plots of the amount of ~(1385) present. 

The possibility of interferences with background further complicates 

the analysis. 

The angular distribution of the hyperon with respect to the beam 

!in the overall center of mass has traditionally been used to search 

for the presence of the production and decay of the 1\.(1520) into 

~(1385)'lT. Figures 3a-c show this distribution for the data between 

380 and 410 MeV/c. The curves over the data are the results of a 

Monte Carlo prediction of the shape, using the ~(1385) production 

amplitudes that were found to fit the 1\.mT final states. The agree-

ment is good a~d this is evidence that the same amplitudes account 

for the ~'lT'lT data. However, the data are also nearly consistent 
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with isotropy. Isotropic, distributions are expected from three-body 

phase space, which is ~ priori not an unreasonable model at these low 

energies. Distributions that do show more structure both in the data 

and predictions are shown in Figs. 4a-c. This is the cosine of the 

angle between the incident beam and the normal to the three -particle 

plane in the overall center of mass. Three-body phase space pre-

dicts constant distributions. The data agree more closely with the 

predictions of ~(1385) production. The chi-squares for the curves 

in Figs. 4a-c are 9.4, 1Z.4, and 7.9 respectively. The chi-squares 

for isotropic distributions are 37.5, 25.7, and 11.5. We conclude 

that the ~lTlT data are consistent with dominance by the reaction se-

quence K-p - A(15Z0)- ~(1385)lT - ~lTlT. We will assume in the 

remainder of this analysis that the same ~ (1385) production ampli-

tudes that contribute to the AlTlT final state also account for the ~ lTlT 

datao 

IV. COMPARISON OF ~lTlT AND AlTlT CROSS SECTIONS 

A comparison of the ~lTlT and AlTlT final states must take into 

account the different amplitudes for the decay of the ~(1385) and the 

different amount of phase space available to the final stateso The 

amplitudes used for this comparison are of the same form as those 

used in the analysis of the A IT + IT - final state. 1 That study consisted 

of an energy-independent partial wave analysis based on the isobar 

model of Deler and Valladas. 5 The isobar model describes the three-

body final state in terms of the production of a single particle and an 

isobar and the subsequent decay of the isobar. Thus the amplitude 

for the three-body final state is written as a sum of amplitudes each 

of which describes the production of an isobar inoa particular angular 

momentum state L through an initial K- p state of definite spin-parity 
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JP. For example: 

P P JP L 
A J ,L (K-p- ~OlT+lT-)=C1f/ ,L T1+CZfZ ' T Z' (6 ) 

where 1 (2) refers to the coupling of the first (second) pion to the 

hyperon to form the isobar. The fl s are functions of the angular vari-

ables, spins, and angular momenta of the final state, and their de

tailed form is described in Ref. 1. C 1 and Cz are Clebsch-Gordan 
. 6 

coefficients for the production and decay of the ~(1385). The T' s 

are Breit-Wigner forms describing the decay of the ~(1385). For the 

example chosen above, 

where 

and 

T l,Z = m ± - m *± - (ir T/Z) , 
~lT Y 

r(p) a: 

The quantity m~ IT is the invariant mass of the ~ IT system and p± 

± ° *± is the momentum of the ~ 10 the Y rest frame. The quantities 

(7 ) 

m * and r T are the mas s and total w~dth of the ~ (13 85). The total 
Y . 

i width is taken to be 40 MeV and the radius of interaction r, 1 fermi. 

I PR is the value of the decay momentum when m~lT equals m y*o The 

, width for one of the channels is chosen for the normalization. 

The values of Land J P used in this comparison are based on 

+ - / the analysis of the AlT IT. There the data between 350 and 470 MeV c 

were fitted with a sum of six amplitudes. Four of these amplitudes 

involve the production of ~ (1385) and its subsequent decay into A 

and IT. The remaining two amplitudes couple the two. pions in an 

I = 0, S-wave dipion state, which then decays. The AlT+lT- cross 

t 
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section is dominated by the amplitude corresponding to the 1::0. 

P I - * 7 J :: 3 2 production of a ~(1385) and 'IT (denoted Y DS03). cor-

responding to reaction sequence (1). Of the three remaining ~ (1385) " 

isobar amplitudes. only one contributes significantly to the cross sec

* tion. This is the I :: O. P-wave production of the ~ (1385) (Y PP01) 

which accounts for 50/0 of the cross section in the region of the reso

nance. The major background term is the I :: O. JP:: 1/2+ production 

of the S-wave dipion (0" PS01). Since we cannot relate the" 0"" ampli-

tudes corresponding to O"A production to some corresponding ampli-

tudes for 0" ~ we have not used these amplitudes to understand the 

background in ~ 'IT 'IT • * The four Y production amplitudes. however, 

are simply used to describe the ~1T1T final state by including the 

~·1TI A 1T branching ratio of the ~(1385). For example. for one ampli-

tude the ratio of the contributions to the measured cros s sections is 

0" ( ~ 1T1T) ~ 1T1T I A I 2 d P B R 

0" (A 1m) A 1T1T I A I 2 dp 
(8) 

The intergral over dp is over the three -body phase space. The ratio of this 

phase space for A 1T1T to that for ~ 1T1T is about 6 at 395 MeV I c (Fig. 5). How-

ever. since the ~ 1T1T Dalitz plot lies closer to the central part of the ~ (1385) 

bands, the ratio of the integrals over the matrix elements is reduced to 

about 3. These integrals have been calculated for both the DS03 and PP01 

amplitude s as a function of incident momentum. The value s for A 1T1T and ~ 1T1T 

are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 in the same arbitrary units. Since only the DS03 

and PP01 amplitudes were significant in the A1T1T final state. we have only 

included these in describing the ~1T1T. Since they correspond to different 

total JP there is no contribution to the cross section from the interference 

between these two waves. Before making a comparison between ~1T1T and 

A1T1T we have simply fitted the ~ 1T1T cros s sections. using the energy depen-

dence expected from the A1T1T amplitudes. The cros s sections in Fig. 1 have 
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been fitted to the sum of three terms, a contribution from the A(1520). 

the DS03 wave; a fixed fraction of PP01 wave; and a phase space term 

for the background. 

0" 
41T~2x x 

e r + 0"~1T1T (PP01) + B J 
~1T1T 

dp , 

where E::: (E-m1520)/(rT/2) and x e ' the elasticity of the A(1520). 

is 0.46. The cross section from PP01 is predicted by using Eq. (8) 

and the contribution of each wave to the A1T + 1T - cross section from 

Ref. 1 (columns 4 and 5 of Table II). The branching fraction xr and 

the amount of background B were varied in a chi-squared fit. The 

resulting curves are plotted over the data in Figs. 1a-c. No back-

ground is required for the ~ -1T + 1To and ~o 1T - 1T - channels. The 

chi- squared for the ~ + 'IT -1T O channel is improved by the phase space 

background. shown as a dashed line in Fig. 1a. The chi-squares for 

the three cross sections are 4.9, 17.1, and 10.8 respectively. The 

branching fractions into the charged channels ~ + 1T -1T O , ~ -1T + 1T O , and 

0+-
~ 1T 1T are 0.0034±0.0004, 0.0024±0.003, and 0.0027±0.0003 re-

spectively. Thus the total branching fraction of the A(1520) into ~1T1T 

is 0.0085±0.0006. 

Finally, we use the measured ~1T1T and A1T1T cross sections and 

Eq. (8) to calculate the branching ratio BR of the ~ (1385). The 

branching ratios calculated at each incident momentum are shown 

in Figs. 8a-c. The cros s sections used for the ~ + 1T -1T O channel 

were the measured cross sections reduced by the amount of phase 

space background found in the above fits. The circles are the 

branching ratios without this background subtraction. The branching 

ratios are found to be independent of momentum. Taking the weighted 

mean of the nine values for each channel yields 
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a = r (y*+ -+ ~+lTO )/r (y*+ .... .1\:11"+) = 0.049±0.003, 

(3 = r (y*- .... ~ -lTo )/r (Y*- .... AlT-) = 0.046±0.003, 

" = r (Y*+ .... ~olT+ )/r (Y*+ .... AlT+) = 0.046±0.003. 

From phase space considerations the ratios a/" and ,,/(3 should 

be 1.17 and 0.98 respectively. Our measured values give 1.07±0.09 

and 1.00±0.09, which are consistent with the phase space predictions. 

The total ~ IT to AlT branching ratio is given by 

r(Y*+ .... ~olT+) (1 + 1.17) 
*+ + = 0.100±0.006 , 

(Y .... AlT) 

r(Y*- .... ~ -lTo) (1 + 0.96) 
*- -(Y -AlT) 

= o. 090±0. 006. 

Including an estimation of the systematic errors, we conclude 

-'- * r(Y~ .... ~lT)/r(Y - AlT) = 0.10±0.02. 

This is in ag'reement with the world average value 0.125±0.021. 4 

Variation of the input parameters to the calculation of the integrals 

does not have a large effect on these results. For example, changing 

the total width of the ~(1385) from 40 to 35 MeV reduces the branching 

ratio by 60/0 of its value. Our results do of course depend strongly on 

our assumption that the ~ lTlT channels are dominated by reaction 

sequence (2) and that there are no large interferences between this 

contribution and background. 
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Table I. Numbers of events passing selection criteria. 

Events passing Events remaining Weighted 
Final state fit criteria after cuts events 

~ iT 

AiT+iT-

+ - 0 {~ + ->- piTo 
~ iT iT ~ + ->- niT+ 

~ - iT + iTo 

~o iT + iT-

40127 
44871 

60756 

10292 

390 
403 

509 

338 

24751 55204 
36682 54715 

51828 71404 

9223 11361 

306 519 
330 454 

461 564 

313 365 
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Table II. Measured eros s sections (millibarns) for 
~ +iT-iT o , ~ -iT+iTo , and ~o iT+iT-. The last two columns are 

the Y*DS03 and Y*PP01 contributions to the measured 
AiT+iT- eros s section (see Ref. 1). 

Momentum 
interval 
(MeV/c) + - 0 - + 0 0+- 0'(DS03) O'(PP01) 0' (~ iT iT ) 0' (~ iT iT ) O'(~iTiT) 

350-360 0.O15±0.009 0.000±0.003 0.005±0.005 0.23±0.02 0.03±0.03 

360-370 0.041±0.009 O. 030±0. 007 0.023±0.007 0.72±0.04 0.08±0.03 

370-380 0.075±0.O10 0.050±0.007 0.039±0.008 1.13±0.04 0.06±0.02 

380-390 0.120±0.O12 0.080±0.008 0.089±0.O11 1. 84±0.06 0.18±0.04 

390-400 0.151±0.O15 o. 080±0. 009 0.096±0.O12 1. 96±0. 06 0.13±0.04 

400-410 0.152±0.O16 0.087±0.O10 0.106±0.O15 1.64±0.06 0.11±0.04 

410-420 0.142±0.020 0.072±0.O12 0.059±0.O14 1.10±0.06 0.14±0.06 

420-430 0.128±0.031 0.032±0.O12 0.032±0.016 }O. 50±0.04 0.13±0.07 
430-440 0.159±0.040 0.075±0.023 O. 051±0. 023 

440-450 0.143±0. 03 8 0.058±0.021 0.057±0.030 }0.38±0.04 0.19±0.10 
450-460 0.066±0.039 0.085±0.039 0.041±0.030 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Cros s sections in millibarns as a function of incident K-

momentum (MeV/c) for the final states (a) :E + IT -lTo, (b) :E -IT + lTo , 

0+-and (c) :E IT IT. The curves are the results of the chi-square 

fits described in the text. The dashed line in Fig. 1a is the 

background contribution. 

Fig. 2. Diagram showing the boundaries of the Dalitz plots for AlTlT 

and :ElTlT. The symbol I---]l(--I indicates M2 and (M_r)2 for 

the :E(1385). 

Fig. 3. The distribution of the cosine of the angle between the :E and 

the incident beam in the K-p center of mass for (a) :E+lT-lTo, 

-+0 0+-(b) :E IT IT , and (c):E IT IT. The curve s are the predictions 

of the isobar model described in. the text. 

Fig. 4. The distribution of the cosine of the angle between the normal 

to the three-body plane and the incident beam in the K- p center 

of mass for (a) :E+lT-lTo, (b) :E-lT+lT-, and (c) :E°lT+lT-. The 

curves are predictions from the isobar model discussed in the 

text . 

. Fig. 5. The integral of three-body phase space as a function of in

cidentmomentumfor AlT+lT-, :E+lT-lTo, :E-lT+lTo, and :E°lT+lT-. 

Fig. 6. * The integral of the isobar-model amplitude Y DS03 squared 

over the three-body phase space as a function of incident mo

mentum for AlT+lT-, :E+lT-lTo, :E-lT+lT-, and :E°lT+lT-. 

* Fig. 7. The integral of the isobar-model amplitude Y PP01 squared 

over the three-body phase space as a function of incident mo-

+- +-0 -+0 0+-mentum for AlT IT, :E IT IT , :E IT IT , and:E IT IT • 

-16-

Fig. 8. The :ElT/AlT branching ratio for the :E (1385) measured at 

9 different incident momenta for the charge channels indicated. 

The circles in Fig. 8a show the branching ratio before the back

ground subtraction described in the text. 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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